Helping Your Child with Reading

When children are very young, the single most important thing you can do to ensure their success as a reader is to read to them every day. Once they are learning to read, reading with them and supporting them becomes the most important.

Make reading together fun and rewarding. Time with books should never be used as a punishment (Avoid statements like “Go to your room and read if you can’t listen.”)

Re-reading the same book several times helps to build fluency which is how accurately your child can read, with a good pace, and expression. It also helps them understand and remember what they have read. Encourage your child to read to you, siblings, grandparents, and even the dog!

Don’t automatically tell your child the correct word if they misread a word that is within their reach. Instead, help them re-read the word and use the “When Your Child Gets “STUCK” on a Word” ideas to help them.

Help your child to use the pictures after they have read the words to check for accuracy as they are reading. The pictures, drawings, captions, charts and graphs are very important and all help us to better understand the writing, especially for non-fiction or informational writing. However, the bulk of the meaning is conveyed in the text. We don’t want children to guess based on the pictures because as they get older there will be less and less pictures to rely on! Likewise, we don’t want children to guess based on the first letter of a word. Teaching them a strategy to use when they get stuck on a word will make them a much better reader.

When Your Child Gets “STUCK” on a Word

Point to the word and say something like, “that can be a tricky word. Try to say all the sounds.” If he or she skips a sound or uses the wrong sound for a letter, point to that letter and ask what sound it makes. Break the word into smaller parts and help your child remember the sounds those letters make.

Let’s say your child gets really stuck reading the word eggshell. Here is how you would help them. (When you see a letter in // marks, you say the SOUND, not the LETTER NAMES you see.)

“What sound does e make?” if they don’t know, tell them “e can say /ee/ as in be, or /eh/ as in egg. In this word it says /eh/.” Have them repeat the /eh/ sound. Point to the next letter, g, and ask “What sound?” The letter g says /g/ as in get. “Now say both sounds together, /eh/ /g/.” Explain that oftentimes when a letter is repeated, as the g is, the sound is only made once.

The sh can also be hard if your child tries to make both the /s/ and the /f/ sounds. When the letters sh are together they make a whole new sound, /sh/. Have him or her repeat the /sh/ sound, then re-read the word. Move on to the ‘ell’ part of the word using the same steps.

On the back of this page is a handy phonics guide to use. If your child is stuck on a letter, or team of letters, you can show them the most common sounds those letters will make.

Ask, “Does that word make sense in this sentence?”

Why Learning to Read Can Be Such a Challenge

Some students learn to read easily, while others require intensive support. Learning to read can be a challenge for several reasons. In the examples below, // marks mean you say the SOUND not the letters.

There are 44 different sounds in the English language, but just 26 letters of the alphabet. A few letters make just one sound, p usually says /p/ as in pig. However, most letters make several different sounds; s says /s/ in bus, but says /sh/ in sugar and /z/ in is.

Most sounds can be spelled in several different ways as shown by the /s/ sound in sun, mess, rice, city, horse, science, and psychology.

Some sounds are spelled with just one letter, while other sounds are spelled with up to four letters as the /of/ as in go, boat, toe, though.

We spell by sound, but also by meaning. Listen to the sound a makes in these two words; nation and national or the final c in electric and electrify. Sometimes the sound the letter or letters make is determined by the meaning of the word or root word.

In addition, English comes from many different languages, so the origin of a word influences how it is spelled. Think about how different the French words coupon and antique are from the Greek words physical and hypnosis.

Skilled readers are able to read many words with little effort (accuracy and speed = fluency) and have phonics skills and strategies to decode unknown words. They are able to think deeply about what they are reading because they have the foundational phonics skills established. Skilled readers find reading to be enjoyable and tend to read more, becoming even better readers.

If your child is struggling, ensure that you are reading with them EVERY DAY and making the time together rewarding and positive. Help them to see the importance of reading and to find joy in it!